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South Africa’s diverse economy, strategic role in Africa and political history create a unique business and regulatory
environment. The Dentons South Africa Newsletter will help you keep abreast of issues that affect doing business in,
from and with South Africa. Every month this newsletter will provide you with a collection of articles, alerts and
guidelines from our offices around the world.
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Transforming South Africa’s Economy by Creating Meaningful Ownership of Sustainable Business

Africa
Email sign-offs - The far-reaching consequences email communication has on contractual obligations.

Global
Updated BREF for food and drink industry
What If a Border Agents Seeks Your Smartphone That Includes Client Secrets?

Email sign-offs – The far-reaching consequences email communication has on
contractual obligations
February 11, 2020

By a recent common law decision, a precedent has been set to the effect that an email sign-off shows an intention to
connect one’s name with the contents of the email and therefore can create contractual obligations between parties.

Updated BREF for food and drink industry
January 20, 2020

Last month the European Commission published an updated Best Available Techniques (BAT) Reference Document
and BAT Conclusions document for the food, drink and milk industry.

What If a Border Agents Seeks Your Smartphone That Includes Client Secrets?
January 23, 2020

Lawyers in the modern age are accustomed to traveling with their devices, which keep them connected at all times.
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However, concerns over potential violations of attorney-client privilege at borders and airports have prompted the ABA
to provide recommendations to traveling attorneys.
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